Athena Global
Earth Observation
Guide 2005
A decision maker’s guide to the use of satellites
for the environment, resources, disasters and security

Addressing
global issues

A guide for decision makers:

Space assets, particularly Earth observation satellites, are
an increasingly important resource for addressing major
world problems. These satellites are used to understand the
global environment and monitor its changes. They enable
sustainable management of resources, including water,
agriculture, ﬁsheries, forests and energy. They improve human
security in the event of disasters. Increasingly, integrated
satellite Earth observations are supporting sustainable human
practices at a local, regional, and global scale.
The ﬁrst edition of the Athena Global Earth Observation
Guide provides, in one document, a comprehensive review of
how Earth observation satellites serve civil and commercial
needs around the world relating to the environment,
resources, disasters and other security issues. With over
240 pages of illustrated text, its synoptic vision and clear
analysis of emerging trends and opportunities provide a ready
reference for informed decision making.

• politicians and their policy advisors
• senior public servants
• resource company executives
• directors from international organizations
• managers from environmental NGOs
• senior ofﬁcials responsible for disaster management
• space agency executives and planners
• media executives
Global overview and global trends:
• high-level analysis of the global issues facing Earth
observation users
• technology, service and data access trends critical to
planning investment and managing priorities
• strategic overview of key players
• summary of impacts on decision makers
• table of current satellite missions
• list of planned missions for the coming decade
• map of main global receiving stations
Earth observation technologies:
• clear, simple explanations of how Earth observation
satellites work and the type of information they
provide
Theme papers:
• deﬁning the key issues facing environment, resource
and disaster managers
• explaining the range of ways in which satellite data
and related services facilitate decision making and
resource allocation
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Regional analyses:
• describing high-level issues in each region
• explaining how space is applied to regional problems
• identifying Earth observation capacities, emerging trends
and opportunities
• presenting case studies and speciﬁc application examples
• outlining where further information can be found
Fast Facts

Population (millions): 743

Area (km2): 10,000,000

(12% of world)

(7% of world) (excl. Siberia)

Sample population density (people/km2): 14.0 (Norway)
109.1 (France) • 231.0 (Germany) • 243.9 (UK) • 388.9 (Netherlands)
Urbanization: 21.6% (Liechtenstein) • 76% (France)
88% (Germany) • 89% (UK) • 97% (Belgium)
PPP GDP: 26% of world

Global GHG emissions: 23%

Degree of regional integration: high, growing
Main Earth Observation Satellites
SPOT-2, 4, 5, ERS-2, Envisat, Meteosat, Helios-II, Rapideye,
SAR-Lupe, TerraSAR-X, Resurs-O, Meteor, Elektro, Okean-O
Main environmental issues
Soil degradation, air and water pollution, ecosystem integrity/
biodiversity and climate change
Environmental Hotspots
Caucasus (biodiversity), Russian Taiga Forest (fragmentation)
Main Resources
Agriculture: over half of Europe’s territory is maintained by farmers

Each of the analyses presents the region in
summary format, including a fast facts box
that provides a high-level synopsis of basic
socio-economic data, satellite information, statistics and information on the
environment, resources and disasters.

Asia-Paciﬁc
Central America and the Caribbean
Europe
North America
South America
South and Central Asia
Sub-saharan Africa
West Asia and North Africa

After a general description of the region,
each theme is reviewed by deﬁning the
issues important to the region, and how
satellite data are used to address them.
Boxes provide speciﬁc examples of
applications, or highlight relevant text
from key documents.

Forestry: forest cover (45% of European landscape) ranges from
0.3% in Iceland to 72% in Finland
Oceans: the main ﬁshing ground for the EU and European Free Trade
Area is the North-East Atlantic (85%)
Energy: Europe has 72% of the world’s installed wind power
(leading nations Germany, Spain, Denmark)
Recent disasters:
• Earthquake, October 2003, Italy, 30 deaths, affected n/a,
~ $800 million damage
• Heat wave/drought, August 2003, Europe, 20 000 deaths,

A “One step further” section provides
Internet references to allow further
exploration of a topic by theme and
region.

millions affected, damage n/a
• Floods, August 2002, 11 countries, ~ 80 deaths, over 600 000
people affected, over $14 billion damage

Country and international organization proﬁles:
• 43 countries
• 16 international and regional organizations
Each country proﬁle includes a summary box
that provides basic information on the country, a
short description of satellite infrastructure and an
explanation of how Earth observation is used in the
country to address national priorities.

Athena Global is a consultancy and policy think-tank, focused
on bringing space solutions to terrestrial problems. The company
provides services in strategic business intelligence, management
consulting, outreach and development. Athena Global combines
strong synthesis, analysis and communication skills with world
experts on every chosen project. The company includes a dozen
senior associates based on several continents, and a network of
experts spanning the globe.

How to order the Guide:
By Internet
www.athenaglobal.com/en/AGEOguide.html
By e-mail
patricia.marshall@athenaglobal.com
By phone
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time
+1 514 488 3867
By fax
+1 514 488 3867

www.athenaglobal.com

